WHAT IS THE MODULE ENHANCEMENT PROCESS?

Module enhancement is a short subject-based peer review of module design and delivery. It is a synoptic yet holistic process which allows schools to self-evaluate the quality and standards of modules offered. See the graphic below for the inputs and outputs.
2 HOW IS MODULE ENHANCEMENT CARRIED OUT?

- **FEBRUARY**
  - **STEP 1**
    - Initial school/subject meeting to review module enhancement data in light of review objectives*

- **FEBRUARY-MARCH**
  - **STEP 2**
    - Individual module coordinators undertake module enhancements

- **MARCH**
  - **STEP 3**
    - Second school/subject meeting to review module enhancements and agree school/subject report outlining the enhancements made

- **MARCH**
  - **STEP 4**
    - College meeting to review module enhancement reports

*see the Guide to Module Enhancement in UCD for a detailed explanation of the objectives at http://www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources/moduledesignenhancement/guidetomoduleenhancementinucd/

3 WHEN DOES MODULE ENHANCEMENT TAKE PLACE?

Module enhancement occurs annually. The timing of the review is dictated by the availability of the module information and the opening dates of the curriculum management system.

4 WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF MODULE ENHANCEMENT?

- Students gain significantly from the module enhancement process. Their involvement in providing feedback helps to develop a shared responsibility for educational offerings. This in turn more generally leads to greater engagement. Students also benefit from improvements to module design and delivery.
- Module enhancement generates greater academic discussion about modules at subject level. Integrated data allows a 360° view of the effectiveness of module delivery.
- Existing high-quality, effective teaching is highlighted and UCD’s quality assurance approach to teaching standards is demonstrated.
- Module enhancement ties into quality review and provides useful resources for school and subject curriculum reviews. Data required for quality reviews is more readily available thus making quality reviews easier.

5 WHAT RESOURCES ARE THERE TO SUPPORT ACADEMICS IN THE MODULE ENHANCEMENT EXERCISE?

- Clear guidelines are available in the Guide to Module Enhancement in UCD.
- The Module Enhancement InfoHub report is a one-stop-shop for module information available at www.ucd.ie/infohub
- Teaching resources available at www.ucd.ie/teaching/resources
- Workshops www.ucd.ie/teaching/calendar